Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning Sesgos y falacias: El rol de la irracionalidad motivada en el razonamiento falaz Vasco Correia Institute for the Philosophy of Language New University of Lisbon, Lisboa, Portugal vasco_saragoca@hotmail.com Received: 20-12-2010 Accepted: 25-05-2011 Abstract: This paper focuses on the effects of motivational biases on the way people reason and debate in everyday life. Unlike heuristics and cognitive biases, motivational biases are typically caused by the influence of a desire or an emotion on the cognitive processes involved in judgmental and inferential reasoning. In line with the 'motivational' account of irrationality, I argue that these biases are the cause of a number of fallacies that ordinary arguers commit unintentionally, particularly when the commitment to a given viewpoint is very strong. Drawing on recent work in argumentation theory and psychology, I show that there are privileged links between specific types of biases and specific types of fallacies. This analysis provides further support to the idea that people's tendency to arrive at desired conclusions hinges on their ability to construct plausible justifications for those conclusions. I suggest that this effort to rationalize biased views is the reason why unintentional fallacies tend to be persuasive. Keywords: Argumentation, biases, confirmation bias, fallacies, hasty generalization. Resumen: Este artículo se centra en los efectos de los sesgos motivacionales a partir de la forma en que la gente razona y debate cada día en la vida cotidiana. A diferencia de los sesgos heurísticos y cognitivos, los sesgos motivacionales son típicamente causados por la influencia de un deseo o una emoción en el proceso cognitivo involucrado en el razonamiento de juicio e inferencial. En línea con la perspectiva motivacional de la irracionalidad, arguyo que estos sesgos son la causa de un número importante de falacias que agentes ordinarios comenten sin intención, particularmente COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1 (107-126), Winter 2011 ISSN 0718-8285 108 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 cuando el compromiso con un punto de vista es muy fuerte. Basándome en trabajos recientes en teoría de la argumentación y psicología, muestro que hay vínculos entre tipos específicos de sesgos y falacias. Este análisis provee apoyo a la idea de que la tendencia de la gente a llegar a conclusiones deseadas se sostiene sobre su habilidad de construir justificaciones plausibles para estas conclusiones. Sugiero que el esfuerzo por racionalizar puntos de vista sesgados es la razón por la que falacias sin intención tienden a ser persuasivas. Palabras clave: Argumentación, sesgos, sesgo de confirmación, falacias, generalización apresurada. 1. Introduction According to Hamblin's influential definition, "a fallacious argument ... is one that seems to	be	valid but is	not so" (Hamblin 1970, p. 12). Even though some aspects of this conception have been questioned in recent research (Johnston 1995, Eemeren et al. 2009), it has the merit of highlighting the treacherous nature of fallacies, in line with the Aristotelian tradition1. Yet, fallacies can be deceitful in two very different senses: in the sense that they can be committed intentionally to deceive an audience, to be sure, but also in the sense that they can be committed unintentionally by honest arguers. To that extent, as Tindale (2007, p. 15) suggests, "We should not take deception to be part of the definition of fallacy". Despite the common association between fallacies and treachery, ordinary arguers often commit fallacies accidentally, either because they are mislead by the resemblance between correct and incorrect arguments with a similar structure, or because their attachment to a given position is so strong that it becomes tempting to 'jump to conclusions'. As Walton observes, "[m]any fallacies are committed because the proponent has such strong interests at stake in putting forward a particular argument, or is so fanatically committed to the position advocated by the argument, that she is blind to weaknesses in it that would be apparent to others not so committed. In this kind of case the 1 As Hamblin acknowledges, this definition is derived from the Aristotelian approach. In Sophistical	Refutations, Aristotle writes: "Let us now discuss sophistical refutations, i.e., arguments which appear to be refutations but are really fallacies instead ... That some reasonings are genuine, while others seem to be but are not, is evident" (164b20). However, Hamblin's claim that this conception of fallacy was the dominant conception in the history of fallacy theory has been questioned by Hansen (2002). 109 deception may not quite be intentional, because the proponent doesn't see the argument as faulty" (Walton, forthcoming). In fact, the profusion of empirical studies conducted by psychologists from the 1960s onwards reveals that unintentional fallacies may not always be as 'accidental' as one might assume. Granted, there are random lapses that lead to fallacies in everyday life debates: the arguer may be tired, inexperienced, lack concentration, and so forth. However, experiments have consistently shown that most people tend to commit specific errors of reasoning which appear to be too systematic and too pervasive to be random (heuristics and biases). This paper focuses specifically on motivational biases and their relationship with informal fallacies. While heuristics are 'mental shortcuts' that provide intuitive solutions that are "in general quite useful, but sometimes lead to severe and systematic errors" (Tverky and Kahneman 1974, p. 1124), biases are systematic errors that invariably distort the subject's reasoning and judgment. More importantly, heuristics are generally non-motivated causes of irrationality, whereas biases are often motivated, i.e. induced by a particular desire or emotion2. Bearing in mind that emotions often come into play in real life debates, it seems paramount to examine to what extent, and in which ways, motivational biases can lead us to commit fallacies unintentionally. The present article purports to elucidate some of the known effects of motivational biases on argumentation by combining two different approaches: on the one hand, the critical analysis of informal fallacies proposed by argumentation theorists, and, on the other hand, the empirical research conducted by psychologists on irrational inference. In section 2, I analyze one of the most common biases in argumentation – the 'confirmation bias' – and argue that it induces irrational reasoning through its impact both on the process of evidence seeking (selective evidence gathering) and on the choice of premises (selective representation of relevance). I also show that these effects account for the empirical evidence demonstrating that the confirmation bias reinforces the phenomenon of polarization of opinions. In section 3, I put forward the hypothesis that the 'focusing illusion' is one of the main sources of hasty generalization and one-sidedness, 2 For a fuller analysis of the distinction between cognitive and motivated biases see Tetlock & Levi (1980), Nisbett & Ross (1980), and Kunda (1990). Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 110 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 particularly since it leads the arguers to overlook some of the available evidence. Furthermore, I suggest that the focusing illusion also gives rise to unintentional cases of the Straw Man fallacy, in which the arguer interprets the opponent's view in an unconsciously biased fashion. In section 4, I explore the connections between some paradigmatic cases of motivated irrationality (wishful thinking, self-deception and rationalization) and three specific fallacies (argument from consequences, slothful induction and misidentification of the cause). 2. Selective choice of premises, one-sidedness and the confirmation bias The question of the causes of fallacious reasoning has been the source of much controversy over the past decades. The proponents of the 'cognitive' account maintain that inferential errors stem essentially from cognitive malfunctioning (Nisbett & Ross 1980), whereas the proponents of the 'motivational' account maintain that the basic cause of irrational reasoning is an emotion or a motive, and more exactly the impact that affective states seem to have on cognitive processes (Kunda 1990, Baron 1988, Gilovich 1991). Yet, as Tetlock and Levi (1980, p. 83) suggest, "neither side is likely to 'win' the cognition-motivation debate", and "a more profitable strategy is to focus on identifying and clarifying conceptual ambiguities in the cognitive and motivational positions". From that perspective, the challenge is not to determine whether motivational biases are more or less predominant than cognitive biases, but to examine how exactly those biases operate, and what specific effects they have on the structure of our reasonings. In the context of argumentation, the phenomenon of motivated irrationality tends to occur when the arguer 'feels very strongly' about a given standpoint, that is, when her commitment to the standpoint is anchored in strong emotions or interests. Whenever that happens, the arguer's attachment to the standpoint is susceptible to bias the way she thinks and argues on the issue, even though she might not be aware of her own partiality. In that respect, it seems important to stress that the effects of unconscious biases on argumentation are very similar to those observed in deliberately biased argumentation, affecting both the process of evidence gathering 111 (partiality) and the very interpretation of the selected evidence (distortion). This seems to explain, in particular, why it is so difficult to know whether a given argument is intentionally biased or not, given that the effects of biases on the discourse are often identical in both cases. Hence, for example, if a lawyer produces a biased account of her client's actions before a court, it is virtually impossible to determine whether that lawyer is deliberately trying to manipulate the audience, or whether the desire to win the case (or the sympathy toward the client, etc.) unconsciously affects her judgment, thereby causing her to believe sincerely in the client's version of events. All we know with a certain degree of certainty, thanks to the work of psychologists, is that people's judgments and inferences are frequently biased both unconsciously and involuntarily (Pohl 2004, p. 2, Mercier & Sperber 2009). One of the main effects of cognitive biases on argumentation is the phenomenon of selective choice of premises. Even without realizing it, arguers often put forward a set of premises which provide uniquely elements in support of the claim they wish to make. While this sort of one-sidedness may not always be fallacious, it seems in many cases to undermine both the rationality and the credibility of the argument. Perelman and OlbrechtsTyteca highlight that problem in The New	Rhetoric: [A]ll argumentation is selective. It chooses the elements and the method of making them present. By doing so it cannot avoid being open to accusations of incompleteness and hence of partiality and tendentiousness. (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969, p. 119) Whenever this phenomenon occurs unintentionally, the selective choice of premises seems to derive from the process of selective evidence gathering that is often linked to the confirmation	bias (Kunda 1999, p. 115, Baron 1988, p. 282). The confirmation bias, which according to Baron (1988, p. 280) represents "the major bias in thinking about beliefs of all types", is generally defined as the tendency to favor information that confirms one's own preconceptions. Under the influence of a given desire or emotion, the arguer tends to focus on the evidence that seems to confirm his claim and, conversely, to overlook the evidence that seems to disconfirm it. In principle, the affect that causes the biased search for evidence is associated to the Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 112 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 arguer's commitment towards the credited position. Oswald and Grosjean (2004, p. 81) suggest that "this tendency exists ... because the possibility of rejecting the hypothesis is linked to anxiety or other negative emotions". For example, a person who feels very strongly against the use of transgenic wheat may tend to evoke uniquely scientific studies that confirm her claims, and to disregard studies seemingly incongruent with it. But conversely, the motivating affect could also be the desire to convince others that we are right. According to Mercier and Sperber (2011, p. 57), the reason we succumb to confirmation bias is that it helps us "devise and evaluate arguments intended to persuade". As they explain, the desire to preserve our belief system and to anticipate "proactively" potential counter-arguments propels us to find arguments that support our own views: "When we want to convince an interlocutor with a different viewpoint, we should be looking for arguments in favor of our viewpoint rather than in favor of hers. Therefore, the next prediction is that reasoning used to produce argument should exhibit a strong confirmation bias" (Mercier & Sperber, 2011, p. 61). As a result, however, the premises put forward might be so partial that the argument loses its balance and its credibility, thereby undermining the very goal of the discussion. As Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969, p. 65) observe, "[h]is hearers may refuse their adherence [because] they may see that his choice of premises is one-sided, or they may be shocked by the tendentious way in which the premises were advanced". An additional danger of the confirmation bias is the phenomenon of 'attitude polarization'. This aspect was confirmed beyond expectations by a famous experiment conducted by Lord, Ross and Lepper (1979). The researchers exposed subjects supporting and opposing death penalty to two purported studies, one seemingly confirming and one seemingly disconfirming their beliefs regarding the deterrent efficacy of the capital punishment. Predictably, they found that both proponents and opponents of the death penalty rated the studies that confirmed their existing views as the most convincing and probative ones. Less predictably, though, they found that the 'pro' subjects became even more favorable to the capital punishment after being exposed to the information, while the 'anti' subjects became even more opposed to it. In other words, the polarization of opinions seemed to have increased after exposure to information, despite the fact that the body of evidence was precisely the same: 113 If our study demonstrates anything, it surely demonstrates that social scientists cannot expect rationality, enlightenment, and consensus about policy to emerge from their attempts to furnish 'objective' data about burning social issues. If people of opposing views can each find support for those views in the same body of evidence, it is small wonder that social science research, dealing with complex and emotional social issues and forced to rely upon inconclusive designs, measures, and modes of analysis, will frequently fuel rather than calm the fires of debate. (Lord, Ross and Lepper 1979, p. 2108) Moreover, this effect seems to be aggravated at a collective level by a phenomenon known as group polarization, which may be described as "the process by which people engaged in process of deliberation end up thinking a more extreme version of what they already thought" (Sunstein 2002, p. 88). In fact, numerous experiments indicate that when like-minded people deliberate together they tend to move toward the extremes. For example, a group of feminist women becomes even more feminist after discussion (Myers 1975), and a group of federal judges appointed by Republican presidents tends to show even more conservative voting patterns when sitting only with fellow Republican appointees (Sunstein et al. 2004). According to Sunstein, the most important reason for this is that the arguments exchanged by members of a group with some predisposition regarding a particular issue tend to focus uniquely on reasons in favor of that predisposition: "A group whose members tend to think that Israel is the real aggressor in the Middle East conflict will hear many arguments to that effect and relatively fewer opposing views (Sunstein 2003, p. 121). Group polarization thus seems to produce a similar effect to that of the confirmation bias and it seems likely that the two interact in real life contexts. The confirmation bias seems to provide a remarkable example of the way motivated illusions affect our reasoning during a discussion. The point to be made here is that our well-intended efforts to provide good reasons in support of our claims may be compromised by a process of selective evidence seeking and of biased interpretation that we are not even aware of. Oswald and Grosjean (2004, p. 79) also insist on that point: "Here, the issue is not the use of deceptive strategies to fake data, but forms of interpretation processing that take place more or less unintentionally". Even if Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 114 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 we genuinely try to reach a balanced argument, based on reliable evidence and on correct inferences, there remains a significant risk that we tend to focus too much on a partial aspect of the available information and end up putting forward a tendentious justification of our view. According to some theorists of critical thinking, this aspect is paramount insofar as the propensity to engage unintentionally in bad reasoning is arguably more pernicious than the lack of argumentative skills (Aberdein 2010, Paul 1986). The reason for this, as Paul (1986, p. 379) observes, is that "it is possible to develop extensive skills in argument analysis and construction without ever seriously applying those skills in a self-critical way to one's own deepest beliefs, values, and convictions". This raises of course the issue of the ethics of argumentation, which goes beyond the scope of this article, but it is worth noting that for some philosophers the development of a certain number of argumentative virtues is a good way to offset the shortcomings of argumentative skills3. This suggestion seems all the more pertinent if we accept the idea that a higher degree of expertise on a given matter does not suffice to counteract the confirmation bias. As Koehler et al. (2002, p. 692) explain, "Experts might be more or less susceptible to confirmatory bias than novices. On the one hand, their extensive experience may help them learn to evaluate evidence in a more impartial manner, and could also lead them to spontaneously generate alternatives to the focal hypothesis. On the other hand, the broader knowledge base of experts might lead them to more readily generate a biased set of reasons favoring the focal hypothesis". Finally, it is worth noting that the confirmation bias may be reinforced by the well-documented belief	bias, i.e., the tendency to endorse arguments whose conclusions seem believable (Evans 2004, p. 136). In an interesting study, Evans et al. (1983) were able to demonstrate that people are significantly influenced by whether or not they agree with the conclusions of an argument. Subjects were presented with a series of syllogisms and asked to assess their logical validity. There were in fact four different categories 3 Although virtue theorists tend to focus on "epistemic virtues", it is easy to see that many of those virtues also seem relevant to argumentative contexts: For example, virtues such as "open-mindedness in collecting and appraising evidence", "fairness in evaluating the arguments of others", "intellectual humility" (Zagzebski 1986, p. 114), "intellectual courage", "intellectual integrity" (Paul 1986), "willingness to listen to others and to modify [one's] own position" and "willingness to question the obvious" (Cohen 2005, p. 64). 115 of syllogisms, which the researchers classified as Valid-Believable, ValidUnbelievable, Invalid-Believable and Invalid-Unbelievable. As predicted, the degree of 'believability' of the conclusions seemed to affect the way the subjects assessed the syllogisms' validity. In particular, it appeared that the acceptance rate was much higher for believable syllogisms than for unbelievable ones, both for valid and invalid cases. And conversely, they tended to reject valid arguments with unbelievable conclusions, presumably because the unlikelihood of the conclusion biased their evaluation of the logical strength of the inference. According to Evans, this phenomenon arises from "a conflict between two types of thought processes, one reasoning logically according to the instructions and the other prompting people to respond on the basis of their prior beliefs" (Evans 2004, pp. 139-140)4. Even though the belief bias is a 'cold' (or non-motivated) heuristic that characterizes the way our cognitive processes are structured, it seems to reinforce 'hot' (or motivated) occurrences of the confirmation bias, in which the conclusions of the arguments typically are motivationally	supported hypotheses, that is, "hypothesis with respect to which there are positive or negative emotions depending on the outcome" (Oswald and Grosjean 2004, p. 90). In both cases, indeed, individuals tend to reason in a way that favors the confirmation of their original positions. 3. Focusing illusion, hasty generalization and relevance fallacies The one-sidedness of an argument has sometimes less to do with the partiality of the sources than with the blinkered viewpoint adopted by the arguer in the process of interpreting the information. On many occasions, the problem seems to be that the arguer focuses too much on one aspect of the issue. This corresponds to what Schkade and Kahneman call the focusing illusion: "When a judgment about an entire object or category is made with attention focused on a subset of that category, a focusing illusion is likely to occur, whereby the attended subset is overweighed relative to the unattended subset" (Schkade and Kahneman 1998, p. 340). If a person looks 4 For a detailed account of the "dual process theory of reasoning", see J. Evans & D.E. Over (1996), and J. Evans & K. Frankish (2009). Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 116 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 uniquely at the negative consequences of a given decision, for instance, completely disregarding its possible benefits, she is likely to conclude that it is preferable not to take that decision. Pirie (2006, pp. 121-122) considers an example of this kind: I'm	not	going to	get	married.	There	would	be	all that extra responsibility,	not to	mention the loss	of	my freedom.	Think	of the costs	of raising	children	and	putting	them	through	college.	Then	there	are	the increased	insurance	premiums... This example is interesting because the subject's selective focusing seems to be motivated by the anxiety of getting married and having children. Granted, there is nothing irrational about taking that anxiety into account during the process of practical reasoning; but if that anxiety causes the subject to place too much importance on the negative aspects of marriage, the reasoning through which he or she "weighs the pros and the cons" of marriage is likely to be tendentious. Walton also stresses this point: "An argument is more plausible if it is based on a consideration of all the evidence in a case, on both sides of the issue, than if it is pushing only for one side and ignoring all the evidence, even if it may be good evidence, on the other side. So if an argument is biased, that is, if it pushes only for one side, we discount that argument as being worthless (Walton 2006, p. 238). Furthermore, the focusing illusion seems to play an important role in our tendency to over-generalize and to commit the common fallacy of hasty	generalization, that is, to make general statements that "conclude more than is warranted by the evidence" (Tindale 2007, p. 151). In particular, if our attention is focused exclusively on one aspect of things, we may plausibly overlook relevant exceptions. Many authors alert to the dangers of this phenomenon. Walton, for example, considers it to be an abundant source of stereotypes, prejudices and black-and-white statements: A serious problem with argumentation based on generalizations is that some people who are passionately committed to a viewpoint tend to overlook qualifications that are needed in a specific case ... Such a lack of flexibility in argumentation and insensitivity to a possible need for qualifying a generalization is at the root of the rigid stereotyping that is 117 characteristic of fanatic and dogmatic arguers who are intensely committed to their convictions. (Walton 2006, p. 20) Interestingly, one of the experiments designed to demonstrate the focusing illusion is built around a particular stereotype. Schkade and Kahneman (1998) asked Californians and Midwesterners who they thought was happier. Not surprisingly, both Californians and Midwesterners said that Californians must be considerably happier. Yet, the self-reported life satisfaction was roughly the same in both regions, which indicates that the subjects' assessments were based on an illusion. According to the authors, the bias stems from the fact that people focus on the sunny weather and easy-going life-style of California, and tend to neglect other important aspects of life: "There appears to be a stereotyped perception that people are happier in California. This perception is anchored in the perceived superiority of the California climate ... Nevertheless, contrary to the intuitions of our respondents, the advantages of life in California were not reflected in differences in the self-reported overall life satisfaction of those who live there" (Schkade and Kahneman 1998, p. 345). The focusing illusion can have negative effects on people's beliefs and decisions, not only because the stereotypes in question are often negative and prejudicial, but also because it may lead to unjustified initiatives: for example, people might actually want to move to California with the illusion that it would make them happier. Some relevance fallacies also seem to be induced by the focusing illusion, particularly when the arguer's attention is biased by a vested interest. This hypothesis seems to account for unintentional occurrences of the Straw	Man	fallacy, which are arguably more frequent than one might assume. The straw man fallacy is generally described as an intentional strategy whereby the arguer misrepresents or distorts the opponent's position in a way that makes it easier to be refuted, and then refutes that misrepresentation instead of the opponent's actual position (Talisse and Aikin 2006, Johnson and Blair 1983, Walton 1989). However, there seem to be unintentional cases of the Straw Man fallacy, that is, cases in which the arguer mistakenly misrepresents her opponent's viewpoint without intending to do so. For example, the desire that my philosophical position is correct may lead me (unintentionally) to focus excessively on the aspects of the oppoBiases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 118 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 site account that are seemingly weaker – and, conversely, to neglect aspects that could provide a stronger version of the targeted argument. Hence, I may present an interpretation of my opponent's viewpoint which exaggerates certain aspects and makes others seem implausible. But this could simply be the result of the unconscious influence that my desire to be right is susceptible to exert on the direction of my attention: "When participants want to prove a conclusion wrong, they will find ways to falsify it" (Mercier & Sperber 2011, p. 65). After all, as Talisse and Aikin (2006) suggest, the Straw Man fallacy is often the result of a selective interpretation of the opponent's view, rather than a misrepresentation strictly speaking. On many occasions, they argue, the problem is not that the arguer represents incorrectly the opponent's argument, but more exactly that he or she refutes a relatively weak version of that argument5. In this sense, unintentional occurrences of the Straw Man fallacy are somewhat similar to those of the confirmation bias, except that the confirmation bias involves a selective focus on elements that seem to confirm	the arguer's	position, whereas the Straw Man fallacy involves a selective focus on elements that seem to falsify	the	opponent's	position. But the principle at work is presumably the same, namely: the effect of an attentional bias on the arguer's reasoning. According to Evans (1995, p. 147), this is due to the fact that "people reason with a selective representation of problem information which appears to them to be relevant". This is not to say that relevance determination is inevitably biased, but more exactly that it can be biased insofar as it is relies partly on unconscious processes at the heuristic stage: "Biases occur according to this view because logically relevant information fails to get represented at the heuristic stage or because logically irrelevant information is included. In essence, people make mistakes in reasoning because they think selectively" (Evans 1995, p. 148)6. 5 According to Talisse and Aikin (2006), there are in fact two variants of the Straw Man fallacy: the representation variant, which corresponds to the standard analysis, and the selection variant, which consists in refuting the weakest version of the opponent's argument. 6 To illustrate this aspect, Evans draws an analogy between the phenomenon of selective relevance in argumentation and the game of chess: "It is well known that experienced chess players look at a position and 'see' that a small number of moves (out of many more legal possibilities) need to be considered. Similarly, when analyzing possible replies of the opponent, only a few moves appear relevant" (Evans 1995, pp. 148-149). 119 4. Emotional biases and motivated fallacies The opponents of the motivational account of irrationality often raise the following objection: if emotions are such an important cause of fallacious reasoning, why do they sometimes affect our thinking and other times not? Why don't people believe systematically whatever they wish to believe? One plausible answer to this question is that "rationality is a matter of degree" (Baron 1988, p. 36), and that people may or may not fall prey to irrational thinking depending both on the degree of their emotional attachment to a given standpoint and on the degree of reliability of their methods of reasoning. But there is an additional explanation for the fact that emotions do not always affect significantly the way we reason. As Kunda (1990, p. 482) points out, "[p]eople do not seem to be at liberty to conclude whatever they want to conclude merely because they want to". Instead, motivated reasoning often requires an effort of justification and elaboration without which the desired conclusion would hardly seem plausible to the subject: "There is considerable evidence that people are more likely to arrive at conclusions that they want to arrive at, but their ability to do so is constrained by their ability to construct seemingly reasonable justifications for these conclusions" (Kunda 1990, p. 480). This aspect is perhaps most visible in the phenomenon of rationalization, which is characterized precisely by the effort to elaborate reassuring (but false) reasons to justify an attitude or an event. A textbook example of rationalization is the alcoholic who justifies his or her excessive drinking by saying: 'I am not an alcoholic. I drink because...' Although the reasons thus provided are never the most likely (the addiction to alcohol), they often sound reasonable both to the arguer and to the listeners precisely because of that effort of justification. This is what makes it so difficult to refute the arguments of a person who is rationalizing, particularly if we accept the hypothesis that the mechanism is unconscious and the person is sincerely convinced that those reasons are valid. Moreover, in many cases the problem isn't so much that the reasons put forward are false, but more exactly that they are not	appropriate to explain the attitude in question. In such cases, the arguer seems to commit the fallacy of misidentifying	the	cause, either by "falsely identify[ing] X as the cause of Y when on closer inspection a third factor, Z, is the cause of both X and Y", or by "confus[ing] a cause Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 120 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 and effect: identifying X as the cause of Y, when it is actually Y that causes X" (Tindale 2007, pp. 179-180). A typical example of this fallacy is reported by Twerski (1997, p. 35): Felicia claims that she drinks and uses pills because of the disputes with her husband and because her children treat her with disrespect. Yet, Twerski explains, Felicia is actually confusing the cause and the effect, as it happens so often with addicted persons: "Her husband's behavior, although unpleasant, is in response to her drinking and pill taking. He cannot communicate meaningfully with her because of her chemical abuse. The children are angry and ashamed that they cannot invite friends over because they fear her unpredictable antics. They have lost respect for her because of her chemical abuse" (Twerski 1997, p. 35). What is remarkable in this type of case is that the arguer does not fail to take into account the evidence that favors the undesired conclusion; instead, she commits the fallacy of misidentifying the cause and interprets the effects of her drinking as being the reason why she drinks. The undesired conclusion is thus ruled out; at least if we accept the prejudiced premise that the person who drinks for a reason is not an alcoholic. In other extreme cases of irrationality, such as self-deception	and denial, the anxiety toward the undesired conclusion that p is so intolerable that the subject fails to infer p from q, even when p clearly seems to entail q (Cohen 1992, Barnes 1997). As Cohen suggests, this is possible because psychological deductions are not as compulsory as logical deductions: "the statement that you believe that p does not necessarily imply that you believe that q, even where q is quite a close and well-recognized logical, conceptual, or mathematical consequence of p" (Cohen 1992, p. 31). When the subject is faced with strong evidence q in favor of p, it all happens as if the anxiety that p somehow "inhibited" the appropriate inference: The subject acknowledges the evidence, but not its implications. This seems to correspond to a fallacy that some informal logicians call slothful	induction, that is, "the mistake of underrating the degree of probability with which a conclusion follows from evidence" (Barker 2003, p. 264). In a sense, slothful induction seems to be the opposite of hasty generalization, given that the later involves 'jumping to conclusions' on the basis of insufficient evidence, whereas the former involves failing to draw a conclusion despite the available evidence. For example, in the book Logical	Self-Defense	(1983) Johnson and Blair evoke the case of a woman whose husband worked for 121 an oil company accused of conspiring to fix gasoline prices. In response to the Report of the Bertrand Commission, which made the allegation, the woman wrote: Bertrand and the commissioners must be out to lunch. In no possible way could he have one lousy shred of evidence to support their allegations. I can say this because no price fixing occurred, and therefore no evidence for it could exist. My husband has been working for the oil company for 30 years and the company has always been good to him. To say that the industry my husband works for has been ripping off the public for years really irks me. (Johnson and Blair 1983, p. 177) As Johnson and Blair suggest, the woman's argument seems to be biased by her 'egocentric commitment': she identifies herself with the oil company's image, via her identification with her husband, and this attachment causes her to feel extremely anxious about the allegation that the oil companies might have been conspiring to fix gasoline prices: "To say that the industry my husband works for has been ripping off the public for years really irks me". This anxiety seems to be the motive that causes her to defend the oil companies by all means, much to the detriment of the argument's reasonableness. It is noteworthy that, in doing so, she commits a different fallacy in each statement she advances. First, she commits the fallacy of slothful	induction by ruling out in advance the very possibility that the evidence might incriminate the companies: "In no possible way could he [Bertrand] have one lousy shred of evidence to support their allegations". Second, she is clearly begging	the	question when she tries to justify this claim: "I can say this because no price fixing occurred, and therefore no evidence for it could exist". In fact, if we combine this statement with the previous one, we realize that her reasoning amounts to the following: (1) there is no price fixing because there is no "shred of evidence to support [that] allegation", and (2) "no evidence for it could exist" because "no price fixing occurred". And third, she commits the fallacy of ignoratio	elenchi (or 'irrelevant conclusion') when she evokes the fact the "the company has been good to [her husband]", which has little to do with the issue of fixing the oil prices. In the case of wishful	thinking, on the other hand, it is not the anxiety Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 122 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 that not-p, but rather the desire that p that seems to affect the subject's inference. Although the standard description of wishful thinking has the form: 'I wish that p, therefore p', in reality the fallacy is seldom committed in those terms. Few people would directly infer a fact from a desire, claiming for instance 'I wish to be rich, therefore I am rich'. In most cases, wishful thinking happens without the subject's awareness of the fact that his belief that p is motivated by his desire that p. In consequence, the fallacious reasoning at work in wishful thinking is generally more complex. Typically, it takes the form of the argument	from	consequences: 'If p than q. I wish that q. Therefore p'.7 However, the premise expressing the arguer's desire often remains implicit, as in the following argument: Of	course	I	will	pass	the	exam.	It's	the	only	way	I	can	get	a	job. The deceiving element in this fallacy is the unjustified assumption that a strong desire to get a job is a sufficient condition to believe that one is capable of doing whatever is necessary to get it. Despite the adage that "If you really want something, you'll get it", the fact of the matter is that motivation alone does not guarantee success. In addition, wishful thinking is rooted in a variety of self-serving biases (optimism bias, overconfidence effect, egocentric bias, etc.) which tend to reinforce this type of illusion. A striking illustration of these phenomena is the above-average	effect (or 'illusory superiority'), that is, the tendency to overestimate one's virtues relative to others. In fact, numerous experiments indicate that most people are convinced that they possess better than average competences in many regards. For example, most people consider themselves to be happier, more fair-minded, more skilful behind the wheel and more likely to live past eighty than the average person (Gilovich 1991, p. 77). Ironically, we are probably even more biased than we think, given that one of the most common illusions is precisely the propensity to believe that we are less biased than the others (Pronin et al. 2004). 7 Walton (1989, pp. 22-24) distinguishes between two types of 'argument from consequences': the argument from	positive	consequences, where the conclusion is supported by its desirable consequences, and the argument	from	negative	consequences, where the conclusion is supported by its undesirable consequences. 123 5. Conclusion The purpose of this paper was to examine some of the ways in which goals or motives affect people's reasoning during a debate. We have seen that motivation affects argumentative reasoning at different levels (selective evidence gathering, selective choice of premises, biased interpretation, and fallacious inference). Furthermore, it was shown that there are strong connections between specific types of motivational biases and specific types of fallacious reasoning, which seems to provide additional support to Kunda's (1990) claim that the ability to arrive at the conclusions we wish to arrive at hinges on the ability to construct seemingly plausible justifications for these conclusions. This sub-intentional effort of justification and argumentation seems to explain not only why motivational biases give rise to structured (albeit illegitimate) forms of argument, but also why such fallacious arguments can be so persuasive, both to the arguer (self-deception) and to the audience. Although many whistle-blowers alert to the dangers of biased argumentation and 'manufactured consent', most analyses tend to focus on the use and abuse of intentional methods of propaganda. Yet, we have seen that in many cases the arguers are themselves unaware of the fallacies they commit and of the biases associated to them. This means that the sincerity requirement and the care for truth are not sufficient to ensure the rationality of our arguments. Even well-intended arguers might fall prey to motivated illusions and put forward tendentious arguments, given that cognitive biases are unconscious. However, this is not to say that people cannot be held accountable for the irrationality of their arguments: while we are not directly responsible for the fallacies involving motivated biases, since they are typically unintentional, it seems reasonable to suggest that we are indirectly responsible for creating the conditions necessary to counteract the impact of those biases upon our arguments. After all, we have a certain degree of control over the cognitive faculties at work in the process of argumentation. The arguer who is genuinely interested in arriving at an impartial conclusion may, for example, make sure to take into account all the available relevant evidence (when possible). Likewise, one can try to avoid an unintentional misrepresentation of the opponent's viewpoint (Straw Man) by 'playing the devil's advocate', as Mill (1859, p. 45) suggests: "If Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 124 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 opponents of all-important truths do not exist, it is indispensable to imagine them and supply them with the strongest arguments which the most skilful devil's advocate can conjure up". Furthermore, the analytic task of 'reconstructing' arguments seems to provide indirectly a reliable method to detect biases and avoid tendentiousness, insofar as it forces the arguer to externalize the argument's components and to expose its potential weaknesses (Eemeren & Grootendorst 2004). In a broader perspective, it seems paramount to try to develop an ethic	of	argumentation capable of systematizing these and other strategies of critical thinking in light of a normative account of critical discussion. Works cited Aberdein, A. "Virtue in argument." Argumentation 24 (2) (2010): 165-179. Barker, S. The	Elements	of	Logic. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2003. Barnes, A. Seeing	Through	Self-Deception. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997. Baron, J. Thinking and Deciding. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988. Cohen, D. "Arguments that backfire." In D. Hitchcock and D. Farr (eds.), The Uses	of Argument (pp. 58-65). OSSA: Hamilton, 2005. Cohen. J. An	Essay	on	Belief	and	Acceptance. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992. Eemeren, F.H. van & Grootendorst, R. A	Systematic	Theory	of	Argumentation. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004. Eemeren, F. van, Garssen B. & Meuffels, B. Fallacies	and	Judgments	of	Reasonableness. Dordrecht, Heidelberg, London, New York: Springer, 2009. Evans, J., Barston, J.L. & Pollard, P. "On the conflict between logic and belief in syllogistic reasoning." Memory	and	Cognition 11 (1983): 295-306. Evans, J. & Over, D.E. Rationality	and	Reasoning. Hove, New York: Psychology Press, 1996. Evans, J. "Relevance and Reasoning." In Newstead, S. & J.T. Evans (Eds.), Perspectives	on	Thinking	and	Reasoning (pp. 147-169). Sussex: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1995. Evans, J. "Biases in deductive reasoning." In Pohl (Ed.), Cognitive Illusions (pp. 127-144 ). Hove, New York: Psychology Press, 2004. Evans, J. & Frankish, K. In	Two	Minds:	Dual	processes	and	beyond. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2009. Gilovich, T. How	We	Know	What	Isn't	So. New York: The Free Press, 1991. Hamblin, C. Fallacies. London: Methuen, 1970. 125 Johnson, R. "The Blaze of Her Splendors: Suggestions about Revitalizing Fallacy Theory." In H. Halen & R. Pinto (eds.), Fallacies (pp. 107-119). Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995. Johnson, R. & Blair, J. Logical	Self-defense. Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1983 Koehler, D. Brenner, L. & Griffin, D. "The Calibration of Expert Judgment: Heuristics and Biases Beyond the Laboratory." In Gilovitch, Griffin and Kahneman (eds.), Heuristics	and	Biases (pp. 686-715). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002. Kunda, Z. "The Case for Motivated Reasoning." Psychological	Bulletin 108 (3) (1990): 480-498. Kunda, Z. Social	Cognition. MIT Press, 1999. Lord, C., Ross, L. & Lepper, M. "Biased assimilation and attitude polarization: The effects of prior theories on subsequently considered evidence." Journal of	Personality	and	Social	Psychology	37 (11) (1979): 2098-2109. Mercier, H. & Sperber, D. "Intuitive and reflective beliefs." In J. Evans and K. Frankish (eds.), In	Two	Minds:	Dual	processes	and	beyond (pp. 57-73). Oxford University Press, 2009. Mercier, H. & Sperber, D. "Why do humans reason? Arguments for an argumentative theory." Behavioral	and	Brain	Sciences 34 (2011): 57-74. Mill, J.S. On	Liberty. Forgotten Books, 1859. Myers, D. G. "Discussion-induced attitude-polarization." Human	Relations 28 (1975): 69-90. Oswald, M. & Grosjean, S. "Confirmation bias." In Pohl (Ed.), Cognitive	Illusions (pp. 79-96). Hove and New York: Psychology Press, 2004. Nisbett, R. & Ross, L. Human	Inference. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1980. Paul, W.R. "Critical thinking in the strong and the role of argumentation in everyday life." In F. van Eemeren, R. Grootendorst, A. Blair and C. A: Willard (eds.), Argumentation, Dordrecht: Foris Publications, 1986. Pirie, M. How	to	Win	Every	Argument. New York: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2006. Perelman, C. & Olbrechts-Tyteca, L. The	New	Rhetoric. Notre Dame, London: University of Notre Dame Press, 1969. Pohl, R. (ed.) Cognitive	Illusions. Hove and New York: Psychology Press, 2004. Pronin, E., Gilovitch, T. & Ross, L. "Objectivity in the eye of the beholder: Divergent perceptions of bias in self versus others." Psychological	Review	111 (2004): 781-799. Schkade, D. & Kahneman, D. "Does living in California make people happy?" American	Psychological	Society 9 (5) (1998): 340-346. Sunstein, C. R. Risk and Reason. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002. Sunstein C. R. Why	Societies	Need	Dissent. Harvard University Press, 2003. Biases and fallacies: The role of motivated irrationality in fallacious reasoning / V.	Correia 126 COGENCY Vol. 3, N0. 1, Winter 2011 Sunstein, C. R., Schkade, D. & Ellman, L. M. "Ideological voting on federal courts of appeal: A preliminary investigation." Virginia	Law	Review 90 (1) (2004): 301-354. Talisse, R. & Aikin, S. "Two Forms of the Straw Man." Argumentation 20 (3) (2004): 345-352. Tetlock, P. & Levi, A. "Attribution Bias: On the Inconclusiveness of the Cognition-Motivation Debate." Journal	of	Experimental	Social	Psychology 18 (1980): 68-88. Tindale, C. Fallacies	and	Argument	Appraisal. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007. Tverky, A. & Kahneman, D. "Judgment under uncertainty: Heuristics and biases." Science	185 (1974): 1124-1131. Twerski, A. Addictive	Thinking. Center City, Minnesota: Hazelden, 1997. Walton, D. Informal	Logic. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989. Walton, D. Fundamentals	of	critical	argumentation. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006. Walton, D. "Defeasible reasoning and informal fallacies." Synthese, forthcoming. Zagzebski, L. Virtues of the	Mind. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996.